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DEAR READER,
Our understanding of energy and subsequent ability
to harness it has enabled us to become one of the greatest
civilizations in history. Considering our speed-of-light
technology, massive grids and powerful transportation, energy
pervades modern society like the intravenous espresso drip
that powers my mornings.
In this Power and Energy edition of The Planet, we shed
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light on energy innovation, power potential, destruction in

Hail^ MacKay

the name of restoration and the detrimental aspects of our
unquenchable thirst for electrons.
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At Western, the money raised from our Green Energy
Fee is empowering students to begin projects with a pragmatic
focus on improving campus sustainability. One idea in the
mix is to emulate Washington State University and start a bikesharing program at Western. Another idea is to use humans to
partially power the Wade King Recreation Center. Think of
hamster wheels hooked up to the grid. Welcome to 2011.
Looking dovm from campus at the massive plumes of
steam rising from Puget Sound Energy’s Encogen facility, we
explore whether Bellingham’s vs^terfront development has

A NOTE FROM
THE SCIENCE EDITOR
In this issue of The Planet, we have attempted

the potential to tap into unused heat. North of Belhngham,

to provide insight to something mercurial and

we are faced with the potential for a deep-water port in the

fundamental — power and energy. They are the nexus

Cherry Point Aquatic Reserve. Instead of focusing on more

of society, the environment and the global economy.

responsible energy sources, the tradeoff may once again be the

Humanity’s production of power emits the carbon

environment for economic vitality.

dioxide that is the predominant source of human-

The insatiable demand for new electronics has led to
massive amounts of obsolete devices known as e-waste. Some

induced global warming.
Einstein famously equated energy to mass in the

e-waste is responsibly recycled domestically, some is sent

equation, E=mc^. AU mass in the universe is energy:
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around the world to the highest bidder — then who knows what

you, the planet and even this magazine.

A nighttime HDR
image of a power
transformer in
Bellingham, Wash.
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happens to it.
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Steam from Puget
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Across the border at Whisder-Blackcomb, our northern

the following. Note the difference between power and

allies are generating clean power for their ski resort through

energy. We generate power and consume energy. The

hydropower — a move that is part green marketing, part self-

Elwha dam is capable of producing 14*8 megawatts

preservation.
In Seatde, the passive house movement is gaining

of power; the yearly energy demand for Western
Washington University consumes 40 miUion kilowatt-

momentum, and for good reason. Imagine ehminating all of

hours.

your electric bills and keeping the house warm with body heat

Watts are units of power, measured in joules per

or a hot cup of coffee. To top it off, after more than lOO years

second. Power is instantaneous. It is best to think of

of generating power, the Elwha Dam is coming down in hopes

power as all or nothing. You are either using lOO watts

of restoring the thronging floods of salmon that once made

while your lamp is on, or zero watts when it is off.

their way upstream.

Energy can be measured by multiplying watts by

sustainability and renewable energy — the buzzwords and

time. Common forms are joules, British thermal units
and kilowatt-hours. In this equation (joules per second

likely salvation for posterity. The U.S. Energy Information

multiplied by hours), time cancels out and we are left

Administration forecasts global energy demand to rise 49

with a fixed quantity of energy.

Energy is our fierce and fickle mistress. Efficiency,

percent between 200j and 2030. With the politics behind

If I leave my lOO watt light on for I hour, I have

energy policy constructed on a house of cards, it is high time

used 100 watt-hours. If I leave it on for lO hours, I

we understood the role of energy and power in our society,

have used lOOO watt-hours, or I Idlowatt-hour.

where it needs to go and how to get it there.
We appreciate your readership and welcome comments,
ADDRESS
The Planet

As you read and enjoy this issue, please consider

Richard Feynman, a Nobel Prize-winning
physicist and Mayan translator, said in 1984* "It is

suggestions and questions in the form of email, letters,

important to realize that in physics today, we have no

conversation and high-fives.

knowledge what energy is.” Not much has changed.

Thanks for reading.

Sincerely,

c/o Huxl^ College
Western Washington University

^16 High Street, CF 220
Bellingham, WA g822B
CONTACT

(360) 650-3543
planet@wwu.edu

WEBSITE
http://planet.wwu.edu

BLOG
http://WWW. theplanetmag. blogspot. com

Mitch Olsen
Editor-in-Chief

Science Editor
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The Planet Magazine is the quarterly student publication of Western Washington Universipi’s Huxlej College of
the Environment. We are dedicated to environmental advocacy and awareness through responsible journalism.

This issue of The Planet is printed on Mohawk Options ^8o percent PC Cool White Smooth paper. It is made
from 100 percent postconsumer waste fiber.
Special thanks to Bill Dietrich (Captain Planet).

THE FACES OF THE GREEN FEE PROGRAM
FROM LEFT TO RIGHTy BOTTOM TO TOP:

Grant Bowman, senior; Kelly McGivern,
sophomore; Bodle Cabiyo, sophomore;
Brooke Warren, freshman; Wll Wrede,
senior; Olivia Edwards, sophomore.

WINTER

YOUR GREEN
STORY SARAH SMITH I PHOTOS CRISTA DOUGHERTY

When fall arrives, the wind hisses, treetops bend, and
sophomore Kelly McGivern wonders how much energy
is flowing through the air. Multi-colored leaves are
torn from their branches, and each one swirls to the
ground like an over-sized snowflake. A strong gust of
wind pushes McGivern's long hair over her eyes as she
pictures a wind turbine on top of Sehome Hill.

McGivern is applying for grant money

Program Advisor, Kathryn Freeman.

from Western Washington University’s

"The ground work is already established

Green Energy Fee Program to finance

for the students, now they just have to

the first step toward installing a wind

do the logistical.”

turbine on campus. She wants to use

Freeman said the Office of

grant money to conduct a 12-month

Sustainability, Facilities Management

wind feasibility study to determine

and the Green Energy Fee Gommittee

whether a turbine would be effective.

have partnered to create a program that

With the emergence of the Green

provides students with the help they need

Energy Fee Program, any student

to complete the proposal application and

can apply for grant money to finance

eventually execute their projects.

projects that reduce Western’s
environmental impact.
The proposal application for the

The proposal application is a
17-page document that functions as
a step-by-step plan for each project’s

grant program was released Jan. 2,1 and

implementation. As students fill out

students have until 5 p.ni. on April l8

the proposal application, they must

to submit their ideas for consideration

learn to operate within the demands of

this year.

university stakeholders.

The Green Energy Fee Program

Freeman said the Green Energy

will generate approximately $200,000

Fee Program provides students with

every year and within the next five

a safe place to take risks and learn

years, more than $I million will

what it takes to carry out an idea — an

be available for student-based

opportunity rarely available before

sustainability projects.

leaving an academic setting. If a

"The size of the grant allows

proposal application for a project is not

for some really great projects to be

accepted one year, it may be refined

proposed,” said Green Energy Fee

and resubmitted the following year.

ru- ^
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It's time for
students to
realize the power
we have as a
generation. A lot
of us are asleep
at the wheel.
A View inside Westerns Ojfice of Sustainability—a resource for students
creating a Green Fee grant proposal; Western Sustainability Coordinator Seth Vidaha works with green
energy fee graduate advisor Kathryn Freeman; Three students at the guarterly Environmental Club
Summit focused on the recently released green fee applications.

IMAGES FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

"When employers are looking at
what you have done in college they want
to see that you did something to break

the Green Energy Fee Committee after

luminaires. Bowman said the project

the applications are submitted in April.

would pay itself off in four years.

””It”s time for students to realize the

Campus Sustainability

the mold, ” said Green Fee Education

power we have as a generation,”” said

Coordinator Seth Vidana said the

Coordinator, Jason Austin. ”'If you can

sophomore Bodie Cabiyo. "I think a

grant program turns the campus into a

say I was a general contractor for this

lot of us are asleep at the wheel, and I

teaching tool for current students and

program,” that is something that would

would really like to inspire the people

future generations. He said he believes

really benefit you.””

of my generation to realize what we”re

the projects funded by the program will

capable of doing.””

cause a ripple effect and change the way

Austin said the Green Energy
Fee Program gives Western students

Cabiyo and his team members

students think about and use energy.
"There used to be way more

bragging rights. Most universities do not

want to install and measure the

have a program geared toward reducing

efficiency of Dyson Airblade Hand

students pointing their finger at the

their environmental impact — let alone

Dryers in some of the bathrooms

University to change, and now students

a program that allows students to create

at Western. Dyson Airblade Hand

are taking the role of solution-makers,””

sustainability projects on campus.

Dryers are state-of-the-art, hygienic,

said Vidana.

Before students can get a

water-blasting machines that boast a

Senior Wil Wrede has a project

proposal application, they must

drying time of 12 seconds or less. The

idea that would impact everyone on

email a preliminary project overview

hand dryers could pay themselves off

Western”s campus. Wrede is applying for

to Freeman — the form is under the

in one year, and then start reducing

grant money to finance the construction

””get involved ” tab of the Office of

Western”s demand for electricity.

of an anaerobic digester. An anaerobic

' Everyone wants to take action

digester is essentially a cement box that

and solve the problem all at once,””

transforms organic waste into methane

document, which is a brief explanation

said senior Grant Bowman. "But

gas and fertilizer. This methane could

of the project, and then set up a

everyone is strapped for cash. If you

be burnt in a generator to produce

meeting with the proposer to explain the

want to do anything, money is what

electricity, piped into a natural gas

application process.

[it] really boils down to. ”

pipeline, or compressed into canisters

Sustainability”s website.
Freeman said she will review the

'”My role is to play an integral part

Bowman is using his knowledge

and sold like propane.
Wrede envisions putting a

with the development of the proposals,””

of economics to propose a project

Freeman said. ”I”m sort of the funnel

that could reduce Western”s electricity

compost canister next to the waste

point. Students come to me and I give

consumption by 25 percent, potentially

receptacles at Western. That way

them direction.””

saving $700,000 per year. Bowman

students could fuel the digester with

At the first meeting. Freeman

and his team want to replace lights in

their own organic waste such as apple

explains the proposal application,

Western”s parking lots with LED light

cores, banana peels and orange peels.

including how projects are analyzed by

bulbs, known as luminaires. If the

Yard and human waste produced by

parking lot lights were retrofitted with

students. Western Dining Halls and

WINTER 2011
Facilities Management could also feed

has great potential and gives students

the digester.

the educational experience of putting

"The idea is to have a system where
we take all of the compostable waste

’ITj

sustainability into practice.
Kelly McGivern, the sophomore

on campus and turn it into something

who wants to install a wind turbine at

useful: energy, heat and eventually

Western, said she thinks students do

Mission Statement

money," Wrede said.

not have to be a Huxley student to have

of the Green Fee Energy Program:

The Green Energy Fee Program
is available to all Western students,
regardless of class standing or major;

an idea about how to reduce Western’s
environmental impact.

McGivern said. "I’m not even going to

applications are already involved in

do something like this in the future."

Vice President for Academic

McGivern said her passion for
wind energy led her to the AS club.

Affairs and Green Energy Fee

Students for Renewable Energy in

Gommittee member, Ramon Rinonos-

2010. McGivern joined the group as

Diaz said he thinks the program

they were rallying to get the Green

is failing at student outreach — a

Energy Eee passed and pushing for the

devastating problem.

idea of student grants.

"We should be letting students
know [they] can be the catalyst for a

Increase Student involvement and
education

■

Reduce the University’s
environmental impact

■

Create an aware and engaged
campus community

"I’m a kinesiology major,"

many students working on proposal

environmentalism at Western.

■

Students, consider this a call to action!
Make the grant program succeed

project that can make real change,"

by giving it an obvious presence

Rinonos-Diaz said. "If those personal

on campus. The Green Energy

benefits aren’t available to all students,

Eee Program is not about turning

that makes me uncomfortable. ”

everybody into an environmentalist;

SARAH SMITH is an artist, writer, entrepreneur

it is about making small changes that

and nature-lover who takes special interest in
the ambiguous and absurd.
CRISTA DOUGHERTY is a junior majoring in
fine art photography. Once called “some kind
of nature girl” by a rapper from Cincinnati
on a greyhound bus, she cares about the
environment.

Rinonos-Diaz said he is integrally
involved in the Green Energy Fee

produce widespread positive effects. In

Program as a Student Representative,

a time where budgets cuts prevail and

but as an ordinary chemistry student,

gas prices soar. Western students have

has heard little about the program. He

the power to change their campus, their

said the Green Energy Eee Program

community and the planet. €?

The Green Energy Fee Program is
not about turning everybody into
an environmentalist; it is about
making small changes that produce
widespread positive effects.

STORY MACKENZIE HUDSON | PHOTOS CRISTA DOUGHERTY
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Gyni“goers are using machines

40 million kilowatt-hours per year.

that allow them to not only feel good

If 5»000 students worked out

ReRev’s products can connect
multiple workout machines to harness
human kinetic power.

about themselves, but also feel good

for an hour each day on upgraded

about adding power to the grid, one

workout equipment, they could

workout at a time.

generate approximately 2-4 percent of

ellipticals from Precor, which are

the electricity used the gym. Although

compatible with ReRev’s technology.

The motion from a person’s

The Rec Center at Western has

Upgrading the machines includes

workout creates kinetic energy and is

it is not much, it is a creative and

converted to heat, which dissipates into

unique way to use human movement to

all materials and installation,

the air. Commercial technology can be

generate power.

covered by a five-year warranty.

adapted to standard gym equipment,

Faster pedaling and higher

An average installation consists of

converting the wasted heat into

resistahce creates more electricity. Most

retrofitting lO to 15 ellipticals and

electricity that returns power to the grid.

users can generate between 50 and 150

costs $12,000 to $15,000.

Western Washington University

watts. In a half-hour, this is enough to

students could generate electricity while
fulfilling their daily workout routine.

charge a stereo or lO cell phones.
The University of Oregon

Bryan Haunert, the associate

^^

director of facilities and operations
at the University of Oregon, said the

The Wade King Recreation Center

retrofitted 14 Precor elliptical

retrofit to upgrade 14 machines at

uses 13 percent of our university’s

machines in May 2009 to generate

their recreation center cost $13,000.

electricity; Western uses approximately

electricity by using kits from ReRev.

The university did not have to bear

The Wade King Student Recreation Center is a
popular spot for students to burn up energy but
the facility itself uses
sity's electricity.

73 percent of the

univer

10
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the entire burden because they split

project with a light bulb display and

the cost with the Eugene Water and

incorporate the amount of power

Electric Board.

it would take to brighten the light

Haunert said the university saves
about $300 on electricity per year
because of the machines. It will take the

bulbs while using an electricity
generating bike.
Th is is the first year money

University of Oregon approximately 40

collected from the Green Energy

years to pay off the investment.

Fee will be allocated for student

"We never did it to save money, but

grant projects. It is available for

it sent out a good message," Haunert

projects with a focus on renewable

said. "In the grand scheme of things, it

power and energy-efficiency

was a great move for us and the project

combined with student engagement

was a success."

and education.

Haunert said the University of

Although the idea sounds

Oregon gained great publicity by

promising, there are concerns about

upgrading the machines. Western

whether or not the project is worth the

would be the first gym in Washington

time or money.

to have the ReRev upgraded machines,
paving the way for other colleges.
Kelsey Taylor, a student at

"I don’t think it is worth it to put
energy back into the grid," said Seth
Vidaha, the campus sustainability

Western, is leading a Green Energy

coordinator at Western. "However, it

Fee grant proposal to get this type of

is one of the many opportunities to

exercise equipment inside Western’s

educate students of their impact on

Rec Center.

the world. ’’

Taylor is an environmental

Vidaha said humans produce a

science major and part of the Students

low amount of power and it is not a

for Renewable Energy club. Taylor

reasonable goal to think humans working

said she decided to propose the idea

out could power the entire Rec Center.

of electricity-generating workout

"How much energy we produce in

Other alternatives like installing
heating ventilation or upgrading the

machines because she knew students

our bodies opposed to what we use is a

air conditioning could reduce the Rec

would be interested.

great tool to know," Vidaha said. "The

Center’s electricity demand as well.

"Students can show their support
by making it known to the Recreation
Center that they want this project to

output is very low [compared to] the
electricity requirements for the gym."
The Rec Center could be using

happen," Taylor said. "If they see that

more power than it needs. Vidaha

students have an interest in it. Western

suggested more practical options for

will go for it."

making it a greener gym.

Students can join her cause by

To lower the carbon footprint,

Vidaha said simply turning off the
outside track lights when they are not in
use would help lower the electricity bill
for Western.
The idea of people-powered gyms
may not be the best option when it
comes to generating power, but it is

researching and promoting the project

he said a pool cover would be useful

a good start. With this revolutionary

alongside Taylor. Her primary goal

to keep heat in when the pool is not

project idea. Western workouts would

is to install generator bikes into the

in use. It would conserve the heat, as

put electricity back in to the grid and

Rec Center. She also said the program

well as the water that evaporates and is

develop not only better bodies, but also

could serve as a pilot project to

a less expensive than retrofitting all the

a better environment.

educate students.

workout machines.

"I want people to know how many

Ron Arnold, the Facilities

watts they generate and then compare

Coordinator at Western’s recreation

it to the amount of power Americans

center, said he agrees with Vidaha.

are using," Taylor said. "I can’t wait to

"The educational part is

C?

is a Senior majoring in
communications with a journalism minor.
NACKENZiE HUDSON

She grew up in Tacoma, Wash, and dreams
of traveling to as many different countries as

important and students need to be

she can.

aware of the energy we use, ” Arnold

CRISTA DOUGHERTY is a junior majoring in

of her research and information in

said. "The opportunities to educate

the spring to the Green Energy Fee

students on the university’s core values

Committee. She wants to present her

are important.”

fine art photography. Once called “some
kind of nature girl” by a rapper from
Cincinnati on a greyhound bus, she cares
about the environment.

get started."
Taylor will be giving a presentation

WINTER20n

Runners on the
treadmills at Wade King Recreation Center;
Bicyclists in a private spin class, dissipating
heat into the air instead of generating power
for the grid: ReRevs technology is available to
retrofit Precor excercise equipment.
IMAGES FROM TOP TO BOTTOM:

educational
part is
important
and students
need to be
aware of the
energy we
use.
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new iPods,

tO(^-of-the-

line TVs and
e-readerSj

A consumer

STORY WINNIE CAO I PHOTOS GREG MEYER
This consumptive lifestyle is a

BAN is a Seattle-based organization

pervasive first-world privilege. Behind

that focuses on global environmental

this trend is a crucial question: where

injustice. The organization was formed

do these electronics end up after their

in 1997

owners decide to upgrade to the latest

Convention, the United States treaty

craze?

that restricts trade in hazardous wastes.

United States consumers love their

named after the Basel

Approximately 10.2 million

gadgets. The average U.S. household

computers were exported to Asia in

spends approximately $1,200 per year

2002, according to a film released

on electronic products. In Washington

by BAN, ’’Exporting Harm: The

state, more than 39 million pounds of

High Tech Trashing of Asia.” E-cycle

electronic waste (e-waste) was collected

centers are sending more e-waste

in 2010, according to the Washington

to Asia because labor costs are low,

State Department of Ecology’s E-Gycle

environmental regulations are not

program. Intending to be green,

well-enforced and it is legal in the

consumers haul their used electronics

United States to export e-waste.

to E-cycle centers, but many are not

o nee

discarded electronics are

aware their recycled electronics are

exported to Asia, the recycler has no

being shipped overseas.

way of knowing if the material is being

Every year in the United States,
between 5 and 7 million tons

recycled properly.
In 2001, BAN conducted a

of electronics become obsolete,

field investigation in Guiyu, China

according to the Basel Action Network

to examine the conditions of the

(BAN).

imported e-waste. They found a town

More than 1,000 different
substances exist in e-waste, many
are detrimental to people and the
environment.

that had once been a farming village,
transformed into an e-waste junkyard.
Workers in Guiyu, including
children, were being paid $1.50 per

We want to
move away
from the
disposoble
society
concept: we
have to move
away from it.

day to spend long hours breaking down

program, which handles the electronics

hazardous waste, without wearing any

recycling. Every E-cycle center has a

sort of special protection.

process for breaking down electronics.

Villagers were living in a town

At Total Reclaim, an e-waste recycling

with polluted air and water from old

center in Seattle, electronics are

electronics, having to truck in water

mechanically dismantled using steel-

from a nearby town.

separating robotic jaws.

E-waste in landfills has the

Items are ripped apart into

potential to leach toxins and

overflowing bins of steel, aluminum,

contaminate groundwater. Computers

circuit boards, wire, plastic and rubber.

contain substances such as lead,

These dismantled pieces contain

cadmium, mercury and chromium.

valuable traces of gold, silver and

These materials have known effects such

platinum.

as brain damage, kidney disease and
genetic mutations.
BAN launched a pledge program in

Individuals and businesses can
drop off electronics free of charge
at participating E-cycle collector

2003 called e-Stewards. Recyclers who

sites.

were part of the program made a pledge

charge of responsibly recycling the

to use only globally responsible and safe

electronics sold in Washington state.

means to process e-waste. More than

However, not all manufactures are

40 e-cycle centers with lOO locations

part of the E-cycle program.

across the United States were qualified
by BAN as meeting the pledge.
"There are not a lot of e-Steward

Manufacturers must now take

"We decided to stay out of the
E-cycle program. There were some
major red flags, ” said Greg Waters,

recycling centers yet, we are taking it

executive director of ReLectronics,

as an honor system,” said Jim Puckett,

an e-waste recycling center in

co-founder of BAN. "The program is

Bellingham, Wash.

in the process of becoming certified to

Waters said he will not participate

make sure they are doing what they are

because he has no way of knowing

supposed to.”

where electronics will end up — in

In 2009, a new Washington state
law established the E-Cycle Washington

many cases they are shipped to the
highest bidder.

Tony Elliott, 41, monitors as broken computers are dumped from a bin to
his sorting station; Craig Lorch, co-owner of Total Reclaim prepares to give a tour of his facility; Old
and broken electronics being sorted at ReLectronics in Bellingham, WA; An assembly line of workers
at Total Reclaim in Seattle, WA break apart computers to access precious metals and components
inside. | /\ box of circuit boards sits waiting to be recycled at Re-lectronics in Bellingham, WA.

IMAGES FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

Craig Lorch, co-owner of
Total Reclaim, said the truckload
quantities of materials attract foreign
purchasers.
"We will ship to a place wi th
higher value rather than a scrap-

Services Inc., a landfill in Ferndale,

to design laptops with a longer

metal center nearby,” Lorch said.

said he sends more than 5»000

battery lifespan and computers that

"Generally plastics are the only

electronic items per week to an

use one-sixth the power consumed

things sent to China, where it gets

E-cycle center in Seattle.

by a typical light bulb.

ground-up and turned back into

"We try to pull out every electronic

Until electronic recycling

that is found in garbage. But once

centers take a deeper look into

the electronics leave us, I am not sure

where e-waste is ending up, whether

have an incentive for exporting to

where they are headed, ” Edwards said.

it is truly responsible to send your

other countries.

"I hope they are processing it and

electronics to these centers is still

doing the right thing.”

an unanswered question.

plastic items we buy.”
Puckett said E-cycle centers

"It is a lot cheaper and recyclers
can get really rich doing it that way,”

Waters said he strongly believes

"Consumers should make sure

in the idea of re-using an electronic

to use recyclers who are part of

item. ReLectronics teaches

e-Stewards,” Puckett said. "You

computer, which costs $0.01 and

consumers how to tear apart and re

can do worse than nothing if you

consumes 0.24 kilowatt-hours.

build a computer.

take it to any old recycler. It would

Puckett said.
An alternative is shredding a

On average. Total Reclaim shreds

"We want to move away from the

approximately 2,400 computers

disposable society concept; we have

per day.

to move away from it,” Waters said.

Landfills in Washington state

things that will constantly be thrown

be thrown into the mix of garbage.

out and replaced.”
With so many new electronics

program and have become a

emerging on the market, some

collection site to divert this profitable

companies are making an effort

and potentially harmful waste.

to reduce waste and save energy by

Pete Edwards, the general
manager of Recycling & Dispos al

your closet. ”

"It is important to not just create

are no longer allowing electronics to

They joined the E-Cycle Washington

be better to keep the electronics in

modifying their products.
Major companies are beginning

'WmwF
is a communications major
and journalism minor. She graduates in the
spring and is excited for what lies ahead.
is a senior in Fairhaven major
ing in environmentally sustainable business
practices and education. He loves to be
outdoors hiking, camping, taking pictures
and just having fun.
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Gauges, knobs and
dials line a maze
of pipes in the
steam plant control
room, east of the
Ross Engineering
building at Western
_ Washington
University.
Bright paint color-codes pipes:

boilers, reduces costs associated

economy. GP, a former chemical

Yellow for natural gas, red for oil,

with installing and maintaining

plant and pulp mill, occupied the

orange for condensed water and silver

machinery.

waterfront until 2006, when the

for steam. These pipes weave a vast

A central plant produces steam

company sold the property to the

labyrinth that uses district heating to

or hot water that is delivered to

warm our campus.
Bellingham’s waterfront has the

buildings through underground
piping. Each building has a heat

and the Port of Bellingham lists six

opportunity to use district heating in

exchanger that draws steam or

sites that are scheduled for cleanup

dozens of future buildings by using

hot water from pipes to meet the

by 2015, costing approximately $IOO

renewable resources such as biomass

building’s demand for heat. The

million.

and sewer heat recovery.

water is then returned to the pipes,

District heating on the waterfront

slightly colder, and heads back to the

redevelopment projects on the

is feasible, but will be difficult

plant in a closed loop system.

West Goast,’’ said Mike Stoner,

to achieve. Complex financial,

Economic and environmental

Port of Bellingham for $IO.
The site is tainted with pollutants

"This is one of the biggest

environmental director for the Port

technical and legislative details need

benefits make district heating

of Bellingham. "It’s so big you can see

to be quickly addressed before the

an alluring idea to the Port

the 220 acres from Western’s campus

opportunity is lost.

of Bellingham and the City of

way up the hill. ’’

District heating is a system

Bellingham, which are partners in

The potential for district heating

designed to improve energy

revitalizing and redeveloping the

on Bellingham’s waterfront was

efficiency while reducing high costs

contaminated waterfront in the wake

addressed in a white paper published

associated with heating individual

of Georgia Pacific (GP).

in January 2010 by Sustainable

buildings. Eliminating the need

Once rich with industry,

for buildings to have independent

Bellingham’s waterfront is a

heat sources, such as furnaces and

historical landmark of our prior

Gonnections, a Washington nonprofit
organization.

This is one of
the biggest
I redeveiopment
projects on the
West Coast.
The report estimated Bellingham’s

I25»000 households, according to

waterfront annual heating needs (for

PSE’s website. Cogeneration is

1900 residential units and 4*3 million

the production of steam and

square feet of commercial space) to be

electricity simultaneously.

350»000 MMBTU — approximately

Power plants that use cogeneration

one-third of the power used in a

and recycle waste heat are more

year by Safeco Field’s newly installed,

efficient and produce similar amounts

highly energy efficient scoreboard.

of power as conventional fossil fuel

A British thermal unit (BTU) is
the amount of energy needed to heat I
pound of water by I degree Fahrenheit.
A MMBTU is i million BTUs.
Wasted heat is visible in the

plants — using less fuel and generating
fewer emissions.
Fossil-fueled power plants in
the United States have an average
efficiency of 33 percent, meaning

plumes of steam rising daily above

two-thirds of the fuel’s energy is lost

Bellingham from the Encogen

as heat, according to the EPA.

Generating Station.
Puget Sound Energy (PSE) owns

Policy and Energy Manager
at Sustainable Connections Alex

and operates Encogen, located at

Ramel said Encogen was designed

915 Cornwall Avenue. The facility

for cogeneration, but is only used to

can produce 167 megawatts through

produce electricity.

cogeneration — enough power to

Every time it turns on for

meet the needs of approximately

electricity, the steam that was once
used by GP is released into the air as
wasted energy and wasted money. If
district heating were installed, then
wasted heat could be sold.
The Encogen plant boiler

IMAGES FROM LEFT TO

can provide more than 800,000

RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM:

MMBTU per year, more than enough

The projected waterfront
redevelopnnent wili
happen on the old GP
site; Representatives of
Bellingham’s Port and City
view the sewage pump
heat exchangers in the
False Creek district heating
system in Vancouver, B.C.;
City of Vancouver engineer
Kieran McConnell explains
the heat exchanger for
the False Creek’s district
heating system: Pipes in
the Western Washington
University steam plant.

to meet the needs of Bellingham’s
waterfront development, according to
Sustainable Connections.
Expenses to purchase and install a
boile r are eliminated since the boiler
is already in place. Obtaining permits
for a new facility is time-intensive
and expensive; Encogen already has a
current air quality permit.
Lynn Bell, operations and
maintenance supervisor for Encogen,
said the infrastructure that once
connected to GP is disabled and would
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need to be reconstructed for district
heating on the waterfront.
The facility does not operate full
time — it is a peak load plant, meaning
it is only on when electricity demand is
high. Bell said the plant was operational
approximately 30 percent of 2010.
Sustainable Connections
organized a tour for The Port of
Bellingham, the City of Bellingham,
PSE and Western to see a district
system in action in Southeast False

Wasted heat is visible
in the plumes of
steam rising daily
above Bellinaham.

Creek, Vancouver, B.C., in early
Feburary 2011. The system features

"There are graveyards of

the first sewer heat recovery system of

companies who have attempted and

its kind in North America, according

failed at [creating a district heating

to the City of Vancouver’s website.

system],” Gent said.

In sewer heat recovery, a heat

With many elements already in

our community — especially in an area
that is being built from scratch.”
Although the Port of
Bellingham’s redevelopment plan
acknowledges the development of

exchanger is embedded in a sewage

place for district heating, the next

utility systems, the Bellingham

pump station to capture thermal

step is to get the plan in motion.

Public Works Department is left

heat. Heat pumps transfer the

Sustainable Connections’ Green

to draft the utilities master plan

thermal energy from the warm

Building Program Manager Nick

to provide framework for the

temperatures of the sewage.

Hartrich said planning early would

power infrastructure, storm water

result in remarkably low initial costs.

management system and sewage.

A 60 -inch pipe filled with sewage
runs from the Oak Street Pump

The Port of Bellingham and

Whether district heating is

Station on the Port of Bellingham

the city expressed a commitment

included in redevelopment of

to Fairhaven, and could potentially

to carefully use the public’s

Bellingham’s waterfront depends

be used as a source of energy on the

resources while building the new

on the cooperation of Western, the

waterfront, said Bellingham City

infrastructure. Local revenue,

Port of Bellingham and the City of

Council member Jack Weiss.

state and federal grants could all

Bellingham.

'It might have an 'ick’ factor to it,
but waste is a resource, ” Weiss said.

contribute funding to the waterfront

Since key constituents for

redevelopment project. The Port

district heating are already in place,

of Bellingham estimates it could

a practical and collaborative plan

substance, but now it’s considered to

take 30 to 50 years to complete the

would take advantage of seemingly

be gold for gardening purposes.”

redevelopment plan.

serendipitous conditions.

'People thought compost was a strange

Western discussed becoming

Sustainable design and

"It is really hard to miss that all

an anchor tenant to the waterfront

development practices are a focal

these opportunities are co-located

district because it could potentially

point of the Port of Bellingham’s

in basically the same area on the

save 20 percent of the university’s

preliminary draft master plan.

waterfront. There has to be a way to

$1.8 million annual heating bill,

The redevelopment is under

said Tim Wynn, director of Facilities

a pilot project for Leadership in

Management.

Environmental and Energy Design

Public and private partnerships

(FEED) concerning environmentally

are being explored to finance this

friendly neighborhood development

project. One option is to include

standards. Achieving these standards

the Seattle Steam Company, which

is a motivator for the Port of

has heated approximately 200

Bellingham to explore the potential

buildings through 18 miles of piping

for district heating.

in downtown Seattle since 1893.
Stan Gent, president and GEO

make this work,” Stoner said.

"I am very supportive of any
kind of technology that will help

AMI BLODGETT is double majoring in

of Seattle Steam said Bellingham

save energy and resources,” Weiss

environmental studies and journalism.

has one of the best opportunities

said. "This is one technology that

GRACE MOORE is a sophomore majoring in

to make district heating work using

definitely has a lot to promise for to

journalism and political science.

renewable resources.

Sto^ ANDREW DONALDSON | photos GREG MEYER
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the first light of dawn creeps

Future generations of snow sliders
may have to settle for descriptions of

to guide the industry into a more

fresh powder rather than experiencing

sustainable future by decreasing the

the real thing. Some ski resorts have

emissions produced with a transition

adopted innovative ways to reduce the

from diesel to hydroelectric power.

onto mountains across the country, monstrous
diesel engines thrum to life. In hot pursuit of
afresh snowfall, a veritable mob ofskiers and

greenhouse gas emissions they produce
snowboarders head to the hills. Immersed in a

Mdiistler-Blackcomb is attempting

Wfiistler completed a run-of-the-

in an attempt to lead our oil-driven

river, micro-hydroelectric operation

culture in a more sustainable direction.

in 2010. Compared with traditional

But in the fossil fuel dependent era we

dams, micro-hydro diverts a portion

brisk mountain air, these thrill-seekers thrive

live in, it is hard to find a way to the

of the river without blocking its flow.

during the coldest months of thejear. But as long

mountain that does not involve changing

Situated on Fitzsimmons Greek, this

the climate we rely on for snow.

river operation is expected to generate

combination ofsparkling snow, ancient trees and

as throngs of SUV's, Subarus and other winterized
tanks pour into resort parking lots, winter
enthusiasts must ask themselves: Does our sport
have a future?

Arthur Dejong, mountain planning

33,000 megawatt hours of electricity

and environmental resource manager

per year, almost the exact amount

of Whistler-Blackcomb, said he has an

the Whiistler resort and surrounding

overarching goal for Whistler to have a

village consumes.

zero-operating footprint. This means

''The reason why this particular

no carbon emissions and no waste.

project created some social and

Dejong said this is a lofty goal, but

environmental good is that we didn’t

significant results have been observed.

do it for money,” Dejong said. "We
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did it for the very reason that climate
change is a threat.”
A project like Fitzsimmons Greek

Mt. Baker Ski Area has no current
plans to reduce the emissions produced
on the mountain. President and general

would not work for every ski resort.

manager of Mt. Baker Ski Area, Duncan

The creek’s steep vertical drop provides

Howat, said 50,000 to J0,000 gallons

the ability to produce a satisfactory

of diesel are burned per year at Mt.

amount of power. The construction

Baker to run the chair lifts and create

had a minimal impact on the ecology

electricity. The resort requires massive

of the creek because it was built on

generators to produce electricity because

previously disturbed terrain, Dejong

power lines do not reach the mountain.

said. Along with optimal terrain, the

The Ski Area Gitizens Goalition,

project required two private companies

an organization that promotes

investing $32 million.

environmental stewardship, gives out

While micro-hydro may have

report cards on how well ski areas are

offset Whistler-Blackcombs’

treating the environment. The coalition

dependency on fossil fuels, Dejong

evaluates and compares ski areas based on

said 90 percent of emissions are

habitat and watershed protection, action

getting to the mountain.*

taken to address global climate change

Stevens Pass Winter Resort near
Seattle, Wash, is taking another

and environmental practices and policies.
The Ski Area Gitizens Goalition

approach to reduce their impact, and

gave Mt. Baker 68.7 percent, which

boasts to offset lOO percent of their

translates to a B grade on their report

emissions using renewable energy

card. Steven’s Pass received a 75-^

certificates (REGs). REGs do not

percent, also a B. Whistler did not

reduce emissions at the ski resort,

receive a grade because it is not based in

however they directly promote the

the United States.

construction of additional cleanenergy infrastructure elsewhere.
Ross Freeman, environment and
sustainability manager of Stevens Pass,
said the ski industry is vulnerable to

When the Ski Area Gitizens
Goalition attempted to contact Mt. Baker
to discuss environmental management,
Howat ignored their e-mails.
"I’m not in the mindset of someone

warmer weather and something needs to

telling you how and why you should

be done about it.

promote environmentalism.” Howat

"Glimate change is already
happening in the [Pacific] Northwest,”
Freeman said. ”One hundred years

said. "I don’t need someone to tell me
what to do. ”
Howat said the majority of

from now it would be hard to see how

emissions produced associated with ski

some ski areas will be in business.”

resorts arise from transportation to the

Freeman said Stevens Pass gives
$35’000 per year to the Bonneville

mountain, not mountain operations.
A 115-mile round trip from

Environmental Foundation, a nonprofit

Bellingham to Mt. Baker Ski area

organization that offers businesses a way

consumes seven gallons of fuel —

to offset their green house gas emissions.

releasing approximately 3b pounds

This is put toward wind energy, but is

of carbon dioxide and requiring 225

only approximately one percent of the

kilowatt-hours of energy.

total cost of a wind turbine.
Although Stevens Pass is the first
and only Pacific Northwest ski resort to

"The biggest thing is promoting
buses and carpools,” Howat said.
Steven’s Pass and Mt. Baker offer

offset 100 percent of its propane and

shuttles to employees for free, but

electricity use with REGs, the key word

when compared to the total number

here is offset. Freeman said these REGs

of cars traveling to the mountain,

do not include the emissions of 70,000

shuttling employees is insignificant.

gallons of diesel burned per year to

Busses and carpools are a step in the

fuel the transit fleet and off-road heavy

right direction, but often take away the

equipment used to manicure the slopes.

convenience of a car.

IM \(;i:s I IU)M Li:n TO KK;IIT: The sun's rays peek
ihroiiph mountain fop (It II histler-Blaekeomh as the day
winds down; Arthur D(f)np\ niountaiu planninp' (aid
environmental resonree manaper of]\ histle/-dda('k(‘omh
(^rplains the importanee ofredneinp- earhon emissions
at the site oj the fitzsimmans ereek mierodi) 'dro eleetrie
operation; Although 11 histler-Blaekeomh powers
its operations using hydroeleetrieit)\ the majority of
emissions assoeiated with the resort eome from patrons'
transportation to the mountain.

THE SKI
INDUSTRY IS
vulnerable TO
WARMER
WEATHER and
SOMETHING
needs TO BE
DONE about IT.

WINTER 2011

supported by those who have a vested

With the future on a slippery slope,
some ski resorts around the world are
taking preemptive steps to extend the
future of the industry.
Mont Tremblant ski area in Quebec,
Canada is developing north-facing
slopes, which retain snow pack longer due
to the minimal sun exposure they receive.
Other ski areas in the European Alps are
aiming to move into higher elevations,
where snow is more common.
Organizations have emerged in the
past decade with a mission to reduce
climate change and protect mountain
environments. Protect Our Winters
(POW) has a goal of reducing climate

THE majority
OF EMISSIONS
associated WITH
SKI RESORTS
ARISE FROM
transportation TO
THE MOUNTAIN,
not MOUNTAIN
OPERATIONS.

interest in sustaining mountain climates
worldwide, Whistler and Stevens Pass
are setting an example for other resorts.
Whether or not the entire industry can
find practical solutions in time is yet to
be determined. C?

ANDREW DONALDSON Is majoring in envi

ronmental journaiism. He grew up in Seattle
and enjoys boating and snowboarding.
GREG MEYER is a senior in Fairhaven major

ing in environmentally sustainable business
practices and education. He loves to be
outdoors hiking, camping, taking pictures
and just having fun.

change’s effects on skiing and mountain
communities. POW’s program. Warm
Planet/Cool Athletes, sends professional
athletes into schools to educate students
about the impact of climate change in
the mountains.
While many ski areas are pushing
sustainability to save their bottom
line, the larger issue of transportation

A Comparison of the
Kilowatt-Hours Used
and Pounds of Carbon
Dioxide Produeed
Annually by Whistler,
Steven’s Pass, and Mt.
Baker Ski Resorts

L

must continue to be addressed. Until
Whistler

transportation releases zero emissions,
getting to the mountain has the greatest

22

am.

20

kWh per

Steven s Pass

impact on climate change.

Mt. Baker

The average temperature in
Washington is predicted to increase
3.5 degrees Fahrenheit in the next 30
years and 5-9 degrees Fahrenheit in JO
years, according to a 2009 report by the
Department of Ecology.

data coinpares resorts that
offer vastly different services 11 histler is
an entire village. Baker offers no overnight
lodging, and Stevens is a blend ofboth. /Iv
sneh, direct comparison should be eonsidered
only approximate!)' appropriate.
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DMA SOI RCKS FOR \\M M.
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Although largely motivated by
the profit of the ski industry and
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histler Arthur DeJong
Stevens Pass Bass Freeman
Mt. Baker Dunean Uowat
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Ihs of CO2 per skier
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The railroad tracks jimning qlp^ng Chuckanut Drive skirt the edge of Bellingham Bay at the
bottom of a steep hillside. There is no room to build another track on this route. The addition
of the Cherry Point terminal could triple the amount of trains traveling this route every day.

f,

.■■.
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stretching from Wyoming to Montana,

worth two potential drawbacks: putting

mined in America. Powder River mines

this region is the largest source of coal

a marine reserve at risk and supplying

produce more than 42 percent of the

in the United States, exporting 45^

China with more coal, when it releases

United States’ coal.

million tons per year. The daily sounds

the largest amount of carbon dioxide.

of explosives breaking ground and steel

"No matter what we do, China is

host one of the largest exporters of

grinding against steel represent the

going to get their coal elsewhere. It is

coal on the west coast. The Gateway

unstoppable demand for more power.

not going to replace dirty coal, it is

Pacific Terminal Project will include

going to augment it,” said Matt Krogh,

a 3,000-foot wharf to dock three

a majority of the coal through

project manager for the North Sound

cross-ocean vessels and a I,250“foot

Washington to Canada, where it is sent

Baykeeper Team of RE Sources for

trestle connecting the wharf to

to its final destination: China. Three

Sustainable Communities.

the shore.

A web of railway systems carries

trains packed with 30,000 tons of coal

Seventy-one percent of energy

Cherry Point’s shores may soon

After coal is loaded into train

travel through Bellingham every day. In

used by China in 2008 came from

cars, it will leave Wyoming and start

the next few years, this number could

coal, according to the Environmental

heading west. The railway system

triple.

Information Administration (EIA).

travels through Spokane. Once at

China’s growing demand for cheap

Cherry Point, coal will be loaded into

a shipping terminal at Cherry Point,

energy has led investors to the Powder

vessels known as Gapesize ships. At

Washington state could soon become

River Basin.

an average length of 1,100 feet, these

With the proposed construction of

one of the largest exporters of coal on

In 2011, the EIA reported Powder

leviathans are too large to fit through

the West Coast. Citizens of Whatcom

River coal is cheap — less than $15 per

the Panama Canal and will carry the

County and Washington state must

ton. It has some of the lowest amounts of

coal more than 9,000 miles until it

%

decide whether the economic gain is

mercury, arsenic and sulfur of any coal

li
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reaches the shores of eastern China.
One train pumps out 3^0 pounds

the Cherry Point Aquatic Reserve.
Eel grasses, surf smelt and the

of carbon dioxide as it travels from

Cherry Point herring are only a handful

the Powder River Basin to Cherry

of the organisms at risk, said Dr. Wayne

Point. Dust escaping from train cars

Landis, an environmental toxicology

can pollute nearby water sources and

professor at Huxley College at Western

invade sensitive lungs. Coal shipped

Washington University.

from Cherry Point and burned in

"This is not a closed system,”

China would have a lasting impact on

Landis said, referring to the pyramid of

the planet.

effects related to transporting coal more

Groups opposing the Gateway want
to protect organisms living off the coast

than 10,000 miles.
An industrial site like Gateway

of Cherry Point; supporters say Cherry

heavily impacts the environment that

Point is the best candidate because of its

surrounds it. Increases in vessel traffic

shape and depth.

affect noise pollution, construction

The industrial zone of Cherry Point

erases healthy wetlands and organisms

is the last place on the West Coast with

that rely on undisturbed beaches

deep enough water to accommodate

scramble to find new homes.

the vessels used to transport coal.

"We’re adding risk to the whole

Continental shelves that taper at a

system,” said Fred Felleman, a

steep slope into the water offer prime

Northwest consultant for Friends

locations for shipping terminals.

of the Earth.

Without deep water, a port is forced

Surf smelt spawn next to mixed sand

to dredge — remove large chunks of

and gravel beaches, close to the high

sediment underwater — to allow large

tide zone. Eel grass provides food and

cargo ships access to a wharf. Dredging

habitat for fish and invertebrates.

is expensive and disrupts surrounding
animal and plant habitats.
There are no federal laws that

"Without plants, everything goes
away,” Landis said.
Without eel grass, the Cherry Point

regulate greenhouse gas emissions from

herring’s spawning area would nearly

coal supplied by U.S. businesses to

vanish. Over the past 30 years, 90

other countries.

percent of the population has already

"We as a society are responsible,”
Krogh said.
Minimizing human impact on

disappeared, according to the National
Oceanic and Air Administration.
The Cherry Point herring are the

Washington’s marine life is a high

last herring in the Northwest to spawn

of an electric connection between the

priority for many citizens. The Gateway

during the year. They provide many

wharf and land. Instead of running their

terminal would share close quarters with

mammals with food before the grueling

engines while they load and unload,

winter months. Although the main

vessels can instead be powered by

reason for their plummeting population

electricity from the terminal.

Once at Cherry
Point, coal will
be loaded into
vessels known
as Capesize
ships, which
are too large to
Jit through the
Panama Canal.

has yet to be discovered, scientists are

Whatcom County’s industrial

working toward a connection between

jobs have steadily declined since 2006

industrial sites and herring health.

and unemployment is approximately

SSA Marine, the largest cargo

16,000, according to the U.S. Bureau

terminal operator in the world, will

of Labor Statistics. Gateway will

be required to follow and complete a

supply an estimated 1,700 part-time

daunting list of environmental protocols

jobs during its two-year construction

before construction can begin.

and more than 250 ongoing jobs,

Approximately half the site will
remain as a natural buffer zone and

according to SSA.
Despite the potential influx of high-

habitat for wildlife. The Gateway

wage jobs Gateway would offer, Felleman

terminal would also be equipped

said he is troubled by the idea of Cherry

to reduce emissions associated with

Point becoming a liaison between

transportation through a system called

Powder River coal and China.

cold ironing. Cold ironing consists

Cherry Point is not the only site on

WINTER20n
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IMAGES FROM TOP TO BOTTOM:

Port of Bellingham Marine
Park is a popular outdoor
hangout and launch point for
kayakers. This area is home
to many of the same species
that inhabit the Cherry Point
Aquatic Reserve; Coal such
as this is the source the battle
over Cherry Point; Cherry
Point Herring moke up a large
part of Whatcom County
herons’ diet, which are one
of the creatures threatened
by the addition of a large
shipping terminal.

There are
political tentacles
everywhere.

the market. Another possible location

blueprints compiled. Gateway continues

is a former aluminum smelter plant in

to receive state and federal support.

Longview, Wash., 220 miles south of

President Obama wants to double

Bellingham. The plant has its own dock,

America’s exports by 2015, and Governor

which could be modified to ship coal.

Gregoire aims to provide Washington state

"Modifying a dock is far less
disturbing," Felleman said.
The new owners of the smelting
plant are Ambre Energy, an Australian

with a new link to the global economy.
"There are political tentacles
everywhere, ” Felleman said.
SSA expects to receive its lease from

coal mining company actively extracting

the Washington State Department of

from the Powder River Basin. To

Natural Resources in January 2013 and

build a coal terminal on this existing

operations should begin in 2015.

infrastructure would cost $300 million
less than a new facility at Cherry Point.
" [We] have an obligation to use
the place [previously] damaged rather
than go north and damage a new place,"
Felleman said.
With environmental precautions

Whatcom County has the potential
to become a new economic player in the
global demand for cheap energy. Cherry
Point’s fate is not entirely decided.
Although a terminal may be built,
the citizens of Whatcom County and the
nation have a voice in this debate. C?

in place, and more than lO years of

Coal’s Journey to China via Cherry Point

is a journalism
student. She loves outdoor activities
and when not writing can be found
snowboarding or biking. This is her
first published piece.

ALAYA BLOOMFIELD

is a junior major
ing in studio art with a photography
emphasis. Once called “some kind of
nature girl” by a rapper from Cincinnati
on a greyhound bus, she cares about
the environment.
CRISTA DOUGHERTY
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Looking down the stairs, inside of one of the Artisans Groups Passive House
projects, the Passive House looks just like any normally constructed home

tt
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STORY & PHOTOS JEN SAWYER
A passive house is a home so

loor. Though it
may not seem
possible, this
k. smalt action
ik can heat an
entire housei^

really cool, ” Freas said. "I’m really

airtight and insulated that there is

looking forward to being in the house.”

virtually no energy bill. Passivhaus

Freas’ home is being built along

technology was first developed and

the shore of south Puget Sound in

implemented in Germany during the

Olympia. He said he hopes the home

199OS, and is now breaking ground in

will be finished and ready to live in

the Pacific Northwest.

within the next few months. The

With characteristics much like a

estimated cost of the house and a

thermos, passive house design focuses

separate studio on the same property

on creating thick, well-insulated walls

will be approximately $350»000.

and maintaining an airtight seal to keep

Smith said a passive house can cost

heat inside. This eliminates the need

7 to 10 percent more to build, but with

for a central heating system, slashing

essentially no heating bills, the difference

energy bills by 90 percent, according

will be recouped in about lO years.

to the Passive House Institute US
(PHIUS) website.
"'Solar gain, body heat and
internal gains of the house — like
cooking, doing laundry and lighting

Smith said any house can be made
passive, but it is simpler and more cost
effective to build a passive house from
the ground up.
"I’m not trying to design a normal

a candle — provide heat,” said Tessa

home and make it passive,” Smith

Smith, a certified Passive House

said. "That is kind of like having a

consultant for Artisans Group.

round peg and putting it in a square

The Artisans Group, a build

hole. We start out knowing where we

and design firm in Olympia, Wash.,

are going. This tends to make them

has two passive house projects under

more cost effective.”

construction and several more
potential designs.
Olympia resident Don Freas

Retrofitting to implement passive
house design principles is an option
for standard homes. Smith said this

will soon move into his own passive

will become key as this type of home

house. Freas worked with Smith and

gains popularity.

the Artisans Group staff to design the

A house must meet strict standards

home, which is approximately 1,000

to be officially certified as a "passive

square feet. Freas said a passive home

house. ” But not all passive houses are

was not his first priority, but it turned

the same — each house is optimized for

out to be an added perk.

its location.

"Designing with the limitations of

The designer of each home takes

a passive house and Tessa’s vision along

into account situational elements

with mine, came up with something

such as orientation and placement of

windows, wall thickness and whether the

Association in Seattle, where anyone

home is near water or has tree coverage.

can participate in tours and view the

The thickness of walls typically ranges

inside of the small home.

from 9 to 12, inches. Windows can be

"I want people to understand what

triple or even quadruple-paned and

is possible with the passive house design

contain inert argon gas.

standard so they can make choices for

Some people are unwilling to

their houses,” Giampietro said. "It is

surrender traditional accessories such

a very comfortable, fresh-air way of

as fireplaces. These heating elements

living, as well as being energy efficient.”

would be excessive in a passive house,
essentially turning it into a sauna.
Julie Buzzo, lead drafter with the
Artisans Group, said she has faced

The Mini-B takes up merely 30O
square feet, but includes a kitchen,
living space, bathroom and sleeping loft.
Perhaps most importantly, on

design problems with clients requesting

the main wall of the Mini-B is a long

fireplaces or radiant floor panels.

metal ventilation pipe. The metal

These non-essential home components

pipe captures air from the kitchen

cause thermal bridges that release air

and bathroom, and brings it though

from the home, defeating the purpose

the home’s heat and energy recovery

of a passive house.

system, Giampietro said. In the

Some designers are looking to take

recovery system, heat from air that

the passive concept to a smaller scale.

would otherwise escape is captured and

Joe Giampietro, a certified Passive

redistributed back into the home.

House consultant, accomplished this

This system, along with the thick

when he designed and built the Mini-

walls and air-tightness, is key to the

Bungalow (Mini-B) in Seattle.

passive house design concept. It

Giampietro worked with students
and faculty from Seattle Gentral
Gommunity Gollege to build the

constantly provides warm, filtered air
so residents avoid inhaling stale air.
"I think there are a lot of people

Mini-B. It sits in the parking lot

out there that are interested in the

of the Phinney Neighborhood

idea,” Buzzo said. "They want to

The Passive House Is a
very comfortable, fresh
air way of living.

IMAGES FROM LEFT TO RIGHT,
TOP TO BOTTOM: At

the front
corner of the Artisans Group
design offce, is a model of the
different insulation techniques
and wall styles for their passive
house designs: A corner of a
triple glazed window sits on
display inside the Mini-B; The
walls of the Mini-B ore close to
9 inches thick and packed full of
insulation: Don Freas stands in
the future doorway of his passive
home that he calls “The Jewel
BoxT

We can build the
2030 passive house
today You can add
renewable power and
other equipment later.
MitimMtUfitpmaA-miiiidaaaiHiiai/uiiaifdiidaiiiiii

save as much energy as they can in

can add some renewable power and

the future for financial reasons and

other equipment later.”

idealistic reasons.”

Did You Know?

The ideas and planning tools for a

During the Phinney Neighborhood

A Passive House:

house that conserves heat and uses less

Association Home Design and Remodel

energy are available now. Technologies

Fair in January 2011, permit officials

like water reclamation systems and solar

and design consultants discussed the

panels can supplement energy savings,

net-zero energy 2030 Challenge.

but passive house design is paramount.

The goal of this challenge is to be

This is the home of the future and we

completely carbon neutral by 2030.

can build it today. €?

m

Requires less energy to heat than to
run a hairdryer.
Saves around 75% of total energy bill
per month.
Costs 7-10% more to build.

Giampietro said there is nothing
stopping us from achieving this

^

Payback is less than 10 years.

®

Most economical way to achieve netzero in Pacific North West.

^

Energy performance is determined
prior to construction.

JEN SAWYER is a visual journalism major.

standard. He said energy efficiency and

Originally from Bellevue, Wash., she has
become a true native of Bellingham and is
passionately interested in environmental
journalism.

conservation needs to happen now.
”We can build the 2030 passive
house today,” Giampietro said. "You

Inner Workings of a Passive House
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VENTS

Summer sun is
blocked to cool house.

*
Winter sun is
allowed through to
heat house.

HEAT EXCHANGER

EXHAUST
EXITS

TRIPLE PANED WINDOWS

Data taken from the New York Times & East St. Louis Action Research Project (ESLARP)
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ON MAY 31ST, 2011,
the hydroelectric turbines of the

■

■

■ ■

the United States since 1999’ i^one
compare in size to the two that rest on

the Elwha River.
%
Elwha River will stop spinning =
forever, launching the largest , ;>H;{’ ^ The deconstruction of the lowei

j).

the u n n i n c h i n g w all o 1 t h e 1 o vs^ c r
dam. Operators have watched this
phenomenon Irom behind the
century-old control room windows,

"I-,
Elwha
I 1
VI
dam
^ __ and
___ 1 the
xl» ^ upper rT-lt-r^oC
Glines

where the dams still turn out

than $350 million dollars will be

Canyon dam will increase available

hydroelectric power.

spent and 324 feet of century-old

fish habitat from 5 to more than 70

concrete dismantled by diamond-

mountainous miles in the largest

produced 380,000 fish per season,

watershed on the Olympic Peninsula,

with salmon fabled to be as large as ^

the Elwha River Basin. Since 87

100 pounds. Today, runs average

percent of this watershed has been

3,000 per spawning season.

protected by the Olympic National

Although the antique 191O
ecjuipment still operates {lawlessly,

1
AMore
#
dam removal ever attempted.

tipped saws, all in effort to restore
one thing: threatened, iconic
salmon.
Engulfed by evergreen
conifers and blanketed with
Washington’s pervasive rain,

Park, and the other 13 percent
deconstruction will likely lead to

the Olympic National Park, just

successful habitat restoration.

west of Port Angeles, Wash. It

where there is so much unaltered

Pacific Northwest to contain all

habitat. The chance for lull

five species of salmon, as well as

restoration is unlike any other,

steelhead, cutthroat, and bull

Cathy Lear, habitat biologist for

trout. This fall, fish will have

Clallam County.

waters in almost a century.
Although more than 358 dams
have been successfully removed in

grid, a 4,500-megawatt system held
constant by the Bonneville Power

"This is one of the only rivers

is one of the only rivers in the

their fi rst chance to swim these

the dams now leed into the state s

has been minimally developed,

the Elwha River cascades out of

Historic saint on runs once

Administration. 1 he dams currently
input less than I percent to that grid.
The dams do not have the

said

Each year since the dam s

capability to completely power even
the closest city of Port Angeles. Nor
do they oiler Hood protection against
anticipated geological activities such

construction, spawning fish have

as earthquakes and tsunamis. With

miorated the length of their available

fish populations at all time lows, the

five-mile habitat, bashing into

:

.

..
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question is whether the maximum

Olympic National Park website. When

to come. When drained, this sediment

generation of 28 megawatts (enough

this permit expired, several major

will transform today’s clear river

to power approximately 28,000

conservation groups, including the

water into a thick brown silty soup.

homes) is justified.

tribe, arduously began the battle for

Whether this torrent of sediment will

dam removal.

permanently pollute or temporarily

Although the dams historically
provided power to Washington’s

"When the dams were built, the

impair the river remains to be seen.

Olympic Peninsula, they did so at a

cost-benefit ratio was favorable, but

price. Both dams were built in violation

that didn’t last very long,’’ Elofson

drainage of the two reservoirs will

of Washington’s law that required dams

said. "Looking at the amount of

expose almost JOO acres of lake-

to provide passages for fish. Without

electricity generated for how many

bottom to air for the first time since

fish ladders, the impermeable cement

millions of salmon have been killed...

the dams flooded them. This will

has meant decades of thwarted fish,

it is less than half the energy to run

demolish lakeside habitat for more

unable to mate in their ancestors’

one mill.’’

than 20 different species of waterfowl,

spawning grounds.

In 199^’ the dams were purchased

The Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe

The removal of the two dams and

including endangered Trumpeter

by the Bureau of Reclamation. The

Swans, which nest on both Lake Mills

has legal rights to all historic fishing

same year. Congress passed the Elwha

and Lake Aldwell. Despite protests

sites along the Elwha River, but today’s

Fisheries Act, declaring full dam

from Trumpeter Swan supporters,

tribe members are denied the fishing

removal to be the most economically

the decision to remove this habitat is,

experience offered a century ago.

and ecologically efficient decision.

ironically, the basis of this project:

"My grandfather was one of the

"If fish weren’t valuable, this

restoration. When salmon lived here,

last kids to fish the Elwha,’’ said Rob

wouldn’t be an issue,’’ said Bill Cargo,

Elofson, river restoration director

current dam operator. Cargo has

for the Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe.

been working inside the labyrinth-like

things as natural as they can be. For

"It would be very good if I could do

lower dam for the past nine years, and

this huge hydroelectric dam to be

the same.’’

will complete his last day’s work on

here seems odd and unnatural for

The tribe has been petitioning

May 31st. Current operators point to

us,’’ Park Spokesman Dave Reynolds

for dam removal since I97^» when the

the faultless machinery as a reason the

said. "The Elwha presents the best

dams first went up for relicensing.

dam should stay in place, and regret

available option for ecological

The dams were built before the

that no compromise was achieved

restoration in the Olympics. The

Federal Power Act of 1920, which

between fish and electricity.

park is incredibly supportive.’’

required building permits for

The two dams are not only the

swans did not.
"As a national park, we want

Despite contrasting beliefs on

hydroelectric facilities. The Elwha

tallest set to be taken down — they

the project, everyone involved shares

Dam is not licensed because its

will also release the largest amount of

one similar perspective: the desire

construction preceded this regulation.

sediment into a river ever controlled

for success.

The Glines Canyon Dam, which began

and studied. More than 18 million

construction in I9^5» received a 50-

cubic yards, enough to fill Qwest Field

We can’t just blow these dams up.

year license in 19^8, according to the

in Seattle, will cascade down for years

We’ve got fish to think about,’’

This isRt a
hotel in Las
Vegas. We
cant just blow
these dams up.
Wave got jish
to think about.

"This isn’t a hotel in Las Vegas.
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said Elwha hydropower plant
superintendent Kevin Yancy. Yancy
said he respects the restorative
nature of this project and plans to
oversee the dam’s last few operating
seasons with restoration in mind.
Elofson predicts the fish will
return fully in lO years. He said
the decision to restore is incredible

The Elwha will finally
witness its 'last
dam summed

for both him and the tribe. Since
salmon have been shown to spawn
in every hospitable niche, the
ecological view is optimistic,
according to the Eive Counties
Salmonid Conservation Program.
This year, the Elwha will finally
witness its 'last dam summer,’ a
ph rase the Park has been happy
to quip. Built to symbolize the
Olympic Peninsula’s economic
strength, this ground-breaking
ecological restoration will set a new
precedent for the area in habitat
conservation.
After a century of defiance, the
might of these monoliths will finally
yield to fish. C?

DANA CHRISTENSON is an environmental

education major. She enjoys camping and
hiking on the Olympic Peninsula.
GRACE MOORE is a sophomore majoring in

journalism and political science.

IMAGES FROM TOP TO BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT:

Generators in the Lower Elwha Dam. \ Billy Cargo,
an operations and maintenance Journeyman
at the Elwha Dam, tours inside the Lower Elwha
Dam. I
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STORY FADUMA ABDI | PHOTOS BRIAN RUSSELL

In the shop, extensive rows of silver

totaled 3-2 percent in 2010, according

Canada. BIXI requires the cyclists to

multipurpose bicycles and green

to the Office of Sustainability.

swipe a credit card at a kiosk, but for

mountain bikes line the length of

In 2008, WSU started the program

the WSU community, they swipe their

the walls, all anxiously awaiting a

with seven bicycles that could only

school identification cards. Each kiosk

rider. Although the bicycles are in

be used around campus by staff and

gives the user a PIN code that unlocks

hibernation, they will awaken in the

faculty. By 2009» the program was

a bike on the rack.

spring, ready to serve anyone who calls

awarded enough money to buy 40 Trek

upon them for a ride.

bicycles for the students to check out

designed to be used by anyone. The

for 24 hours.

cyclist only has to adjust the seat and

Jamie Bentley, environmental
wellbeing coordinator at Washington

Each Trek bicycle came with an

Bentley said the BIXIs are

pedal away.

State University (WSU), runs the only

odometer to measure the amount of

college campus bike-share program

miles ridden. In the first three months,

bicycles, the university set up a new

in Washington state. Bike sharing is

the miles from all 40 odometers added

checkout system that enabled students

a community-oriented program that

up to approximately 12,000 miles.

to borrow the Trek bicycles for seven

functions as an innovative solution for

Bentley compared the mileage to

With the acquisition of the BIXI

days and BIXI bicycles for 24 hours. A

travelling from Pullman to Seattle,

concern with the BIXI bicycles is their

down both the East and West Coast,

lack of locks. The Trek bicycles have a

students at WSU can engage in a healthy

crisscrossing the country three times,

lock and key attached.

lifestyle while promoting choices that

then going back to Pullman. The high

foster environmental awareness.

mileage showed a student need and

bike-sharing program is making it

helped Bentley to get more money

work for the outside community. The

from the WSU Students and Activities

challenge is holding cyclists accountable

Committee for more bicycles.

for damages or theft.

student commuters.
Through the bike-share program,

With a swipe of their Cougar card,
students, staff and faculty can check out
bicycles anytime, and cycle away at no
extra cost.
To the WSU campus, the new
Western Washington University
slogan, 'Active Minds Changing Lives,’
is a reality.
Students could use their own

In 2010, WSU purchased a system

The biggest challenge now for the

"Bike-share in its true form is

called BIXI, adding 32 bicycles to the

community-based,’’ Bentley said.

existing fleet. BIXI is an automated,

Several cities have bike-sharing

solar-powered bike-share system

programs such as Paris, Chicago and

produced by a company in Montreal,

money to start a bike-share program
at Western with a little help from the
Green Energy Fee, said Western’s
Sustainable Transportation Program
Assistant Wendy Crandall.
If Western students, staff and
faculty could take bicycles off campus,
it might reduce Western’s carbon
footprint from commuters, which

To the WSU campus, the
new Western slogan,
‘Active Minds Changing
Lives,’ is a reality.
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Washington D.C., but not all programs
have worked.
In 1997’ ^ community bike-share
program known as Yellow Bikes was

WSU holds users accountable

Long-term checkouts would better

through their school ID cards, a system

suit foreign exchange and out-of-state

that could easily be applied at Western.

students, Crandall said.

Bentley said she knows who checked

Western could successfully start

introduced by the Pedal Project in

out which bicycle, at what time and when

a bike-share program if both systems

Bellingham. These yellow spray-

it was returned because of the system.

were available to students so that they

painted bicycles were strategically

For Western, Crandall suggests

could check out bicycles for 24 hours
or an extended period.

placed around the city and refurbished

a bike library where students could

by the Hub Community Bike

check out a key that unlocks a bicycle. It

After a year, the university could

Cooperative. The Yellow Bikes were

would be similar to checking out a study

assess the use of the bicycles in each bike-

available for anyone to use.

group room or laptop. The library

sharing system and determine which has

has fines in place for overdue and lost

greater student use. With a little student

you were still using it, you had to turn

items; the same rules could apply to the

motivation. Western could pedal its

the seat sideways,” Morris said.

keys checked out.

way to a healthy and environmentally

"If you rode a bike to the library and

Although a clever way to identify the

Another alternative system for

conscious campus.

bike as occupied, turning the seat was

Western is long-term checkout. A

not enough to keep the bikes working

student would check out a bicycle for

FADUMA ABDi is a junior double-majoring in

and accounted for. Morris said without

a quarter or the school year. Students

a system to hold people accountable,

could use the Outdoor Center as a

Bio/Anthropoiogy and Journalism. This is her
first published piece.

the bicycles were damaged, vandalized,

resource for maintaining their bicycles

BRIAN RUSSEL is a media production major.

privatized or stolen.

while becoming familiar with them.

His photography stems from his desire to high
light important issues through storytelling.

A light painting of a bicycle at one of the
solar powered BlXl checkout stations on
WSLTs campus.

Jomie Bentley, founder of the bike sharing
program at WSU, in Washington State
University’s bike shop.
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